I.. Introduction {#sec1}
================

Currently, new technologies make people interact on a global basis and data dispatch instantly and rapidly. These conveniences come with potentially negative impacts. For example, an infectious disease can be easily spread in a society and a computer virus can quickly infect computers on the Internet. An emergency as an event or situation [@ref1] may induce the emergence (e.g., an emergence as outbreak of an infectious disease) for local nonlinear interactions among people [@ref2]. This emergence can affect people's health, life, property, and even social stability. Emergencies demand effective policies to reduce impacts and limit their spread. Emergency management experts can make several policies to control the emergencies. Policies enacted in the absence of suitable evaluation can cause great damage and loss to society. Thus, how to select appropriate emergency management policies is a meaningful work, but there are great challenges, as follows. 1)Ever-increasing human interactions through diverse real-time communication channels may cause an exponential increase in negative impacts during an emergency. An emergency that is complex, has potential derivative hazards, and presents with inadequate precursors, is called an unconventional emergency [@ref3]. It then becomes increasingly difficult to formulate useful management responses using traditional approaches.2)Experimental management responses cannot be applied in a real society because they may result in a great loss of life and property.

When combined with computing and information technologies, and the theories and methods of sociology, social computing [@ref4] as a novel pattern can assist in solving these challenging problems in effective emergency management. Because social computing makes experiments of social sciences possible to apply virtual models in the computer world, social computing is originally considered as creating or recreating social conventions, social behaviors, and social contexts through software and technologies such as microblogs and emails, which could be interpreted as social software [@ref5]. Meanwhile, another meaning of social computing focuses on supporting computations of social sciences, and it has been used for predicting markets, population dynamics, and so forth. The latter sense of social computing is the focus of this paper and used to effectively assist emergency management.

Two primary modes facilitate emergency management: "prediction-response" and "scenario-response" [@ref6], [@ref7]. Both of them could be supported and conducted by social computing. In the former mode, mathematical methods or human intuition are usually used to conduct management. However, the former mode may not accurately predict the development of an unconventional emergency's evolution with these methods, and the prepared emergency management policies may have no impacts. The latter one inherits advantages and overcomes shortcomings of the prediction-response mode. This mode can not only be used to predict the development of an emergency through scenario evolution, but also respond to unconventional emergencies in real time to reduce impacts and losses. Therefore, the scenario-response mode could be widely and effectively applied in emergency management. In order to support the scenario-response mode for emergency management policy selecting, we must resolve some issues: 1) what constitutes a scenario and how can it be expressed in a rigorous way; 2) how do we rapidly construct general and formal artificial society models according to emergency scenarios; and 3) how can we establish a simple, systematic process of evaluation and adjustment for selecting more effective emergency management policies.

To support the scenario-response mode, we consider the existing systematic and integrated social computing technique known as the ACP approach: (A) artificial society for modeling, (C) computation experiments for analysis, and (P) parallel execution for control. It is a methodology mainly used to solve the issues of complex socioeconomic systems and urban development (such as transportation systems) [@ref8], [@ref9]. The practice in the domain of emergency management is its extended application. The ACP approach is a general methodology, but this approach is complicated and highly expensive. For modeling an artificial society, various researchers build different artificial societies or systems [@ref10] according to a set of specifications. Although some work aims at providing a standardized and accepted method for modeling artificial societies [@ref11], there is still none for the ACP approach. Moreover, in the ACP approach, real-world and artificial societies run in parallel, requiring expensive runtime environments such as supercomputers. If a policy without suitable evaluations is adopted both in the artificial society and in the real world, the decision-makers may take significant risks in the real world. A policy database with evaluations should be established. The ACP approach is not suitable for this paper due to its complexity and high cost. Therefore, it is necessary to consider a lightweight approach to emergency management policy selection, evaluation, and adjustment. This can also assist in the rapid production of a lightweight policy database.

This paper concentrates on proposing a lightweight social computing method to effectively settle these scientific issues. It comprises (PZE) three main components: 1) (P) emergency management policy selecting; 2) (Z) zombie-city model for constructing artificial societies; and 3) (E) evaluation of emergency management policies. The major contributions offered in this paper include the following. 1)Systematic scenario expressions, thus allowing for scenario-based policy-making and selecting. Additionally, scenarios can reduce the gap between the individual level and the system level.2)The provision of both quantitative and qualitative evaluation methods (the formal analysis and reasoning) for evaluating policy effectiveness.3)Finally, the provision of a feedback loop for iterative policy adjustment, borrowing the idea of iterative and agile development from the software engineering domain.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. [Section II](#sec2){ref-type="sec"} describes related works. [Section III](#sec3){ref-type="sec"} analyzes the requirements of the novel approach, introduces the PZE approach, and then specifies the concept of scenario to describe runtime conditions of an artificial society. [Section IV](#sec4){ref-type="sec"} illustrates the usability and effectiveness of this approach through a comprehensive case study, and discusses possible future work. [Section V](#sec5){ref-type="sec"} discusses additional practical applications of this approach, and then compares this paper with other related works. [Section VI](#sec6){ref-type="sec"} summarizes current efforts.

II.. Related Work {#sec2}
=================

In the past, based on mathematical equations, especially differential equations, mathematical methods have been successfully used to describe macro dynamics of infectious disease spread [@ref12], population dynamics [@ref13], etc. Meanwhile, mathematical methods have also been applied in a prediction-response mode, which consists of two processes: 1) calculating a result using a prediction algorithm or mathematical method and 2) making decisions to preprepare for emergency management according to this result. In an emergency arising from complex uncertain circumstances, this mode cannot accurately predict the event's evolution and the prepared emergency management policies may have no positive impacts. For example, the 7.9 $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ (moment magnitude) earthquake striking Sichuan province in Southwest China on May 12, 2008, had not been accurately predicted. The event caused significant casualties and property loss. A new mode---scenario-response has been proposed to effectively support decision-making during an uncertain and unconventional emergency. Scenarios reflect the macro behaviors and properties of a system. Policy-makers could analyze various scenarios and then quickly establish emergency management policies. At the same time, we can reconstruct these scenarios with a computer-based artificial society model. This would allow emergency policies to evolve with experimental simulations through a process of observation, evaluation, and adjustment. As a result, more effective policies are applied to the management of real emergencies. Attempts also have been made to support group decision-making for emergency management [@ref14]. These works focus on how to provide mechanisms, means, or platforms for policy-making as a component of emergency management.

Advancements in computer and information technologies have allowed social computing to deeply influence problem solution in society [@ref15], [@ref16], i.e., solutions based on real-time and repeatable simulation experiments. Hence, emergency management can also utilize social computing to select, evaluate, and adjust policy. The ACP approach could effectively support the scenario-response mode. This method could help emergency management in the paradigm of scenario-response under unconventional emergencies. However, such an approach: 1) lacks a general artificial society model (there is no standardized and accepted model or method for modeling an artificial society [@ref17], and the ACP approach lacks a general artificial society model or standards of modeling); 2) is cumbersome (the ACP approach has several complex norms); 3) is complex and high cost (the artificial society runs in parallel with the real society); and 4) lacks descriptions of emergences and scenarios.

Emergencies may rapidly evolve and change, thus emergency management faces serious challenges. A lightweight social computing approach should be proposed to aid in emergency management to adapt to the evolutions and changes of emergencies. Such an approach is easily and rapidly mastered by policy-makers with limited practice.

III.. PZE Approach {#sec3}
==================

Timely emergency management policies should conduct direct actions intended to reduce negative impacts and suppress a possible damaging emergence. Social computing should concentrate on emergency management policy selection. Based on the analysis of related works, this section proposes a lightweight social computing method---the PZE approach to support emergency management, including policy selection, evaluation, and adjustment.

A.. Framework of Our Approach {#sec3a}
-----------------------------

As shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, the PZE approach includes three parts: 1) (P) emergency management policy selecting; 2) (Z) artificial society modeling with the zombie-city model; and 3) (E) the quantitative evaluation of emergency management policies through simulation experiments and comparisons, and the qualitative evaluation of policies through formal reasoning and analysis. Fig. 1.PZE approach to aiding in emergency management.

This approach is a lightweight method borrowing research results from the software engineering domain [@ref18]. The PZE approach supports emergency management policy-making (i.e., selecting appropriate policies) through iterative adjustments. Compared with the ACP approach, this approach has a general artificial society model, and it has relatively few easily followed norms. With only limited practices, policy-makers could easily model an artificial society, make policies, and evaluate and adjust these policies based on this approach. Initially, experts make an emergency policy. Then, based on the zombie-city model, this policy could be transformed into rules in the zombie-city model, and policy-makers could construct their instances of the zombie-city model. The constructed zombie-city instances should be translated into simulation codes (e.g., Netlogo codes and Repast codes), and policy-makers could conduct simulation experiments based on these codes. Lastly, the experts could evaluate and adjust these policies according to the simulation experiments. If a policy does not have an obvious effect on the emergency management, then the experts could adjust the policy and transform the policy into the rules in the zombie-city model, and then simulate again to quantitatively evaluate the adjusted policy. Meanwhile, experts could qualitatively evaluate the policy through formal reasoning and analysis with the formalizations of zombie-city model.

B.. Policy Selection (P) {#sec3b}
------------------------

According to an emergency scenario, emergency management experts may create several policies in their minds. However, not all these policies can be applied to managing and controlling the emergency. Policy selection is to select some policies for further evaluations and adjustments. The PZE approach forms a feedback loop for evaluating and adjusting selected emergency management policies. In self-organization systems, a policy is a means to dynamically regulate the behavior of system components to acquire an emergence at the system level [@ref19]. Emergence is the global properties, behaviors, structures, or patterns of a complex system arising from localized, individual behaviors [@ref20], and arises from the nonlinear interactions of local components in a system where the emergence cannot be traced back to those components [@ref21]. These interactions may arise from the self-organization of a system. This emergence is beneficial or harmful to the system, and meets or violates the expectations of the system. For example, in a distributed computing system the emergence that all computing nodes could run in parallel with load balancing is based on some policies, and this emergence is beneficial for this distributed system. However, a policy of emergency management aims at avoiding or preventing the occurrence of an emergence such as the 2003 outbreak of severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS). Policy selection based on emergency scenarios is the first step of the PZE approach, and is also one main focus of emergency management, where the concept of scenario will be introduced in the Appendix. Emergency management attempts to control the situation and limits its negative impacts. Emergency management policies can be viewed as a set of rules or norms that restrict the behaviors or states of people in a society. Policies specify the rights and prohibitions of people in a society and must be followed. We could identify two different kinds of policies: 1) obligation and 2) prohibition [@ref22]. An obligation specifies an action to be performed by a person or a state that must be maintained by that person. A prohibition indicates an action not to be performed by a person or a state of affairs not to be maintained. Moreover, a policy also consists of the conditions to be satisfied and the action (state) to be performed (kept) by people. It can be formally described as follows: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$" means "be defined as." When a policy has been formulated, the next step is to construct an artificial society, then evaluate and adjust it according to the evaluation results in this artificial society.

C.. Zombie-City Model for Artificial Society Modeling (Z) {#sec3c}
---------------------------------------------------------

This PZE provides a general artificial society model to conduct artificial societies modeling. The zombie-city model is the foundation of the PZE approach. The artificial society is modeled as a multiagent organization, which consists of a number of autonomous and interacting agents sharing some common rules at the society level. Each agent in the society has specific capabilities and may be infected with some viruses through interactions. Agents inhabit an environment and have several social relationships that compose the social network. Meanwhile, agents could play different roles to adapt to various changes of environments, social networks, or their own states. [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} presents the meta-model of the zombie-city model. The symbols between two concepts denote the numerical relation between these two concepts. For example, "1" (agent) to "$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$" (role) means an agent can dynamically play one or more roles. Fig. 2.Meta-model of the zombie-city model.

Through establishing a formal model to accurately define and specify an artificial society, it becomes possible for formal reasoning and qualitative evaluation of a policy. Hence, the formalization of the zombie-city is important to qualitatively evaluate policies. A zombie-city model could be described by a five-tuple, as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To support qualitative analysis of an emergency management policy, the other detailed formalizations of the zombie-city model are presented in the Appendix.

D.. Policy Evaluation and Adjustment (E) {#sec3d}
----------------------------------------

The main purpose of the PZE approach is to facilitate the selection of emergency management policies. In fact, the key task of selecting effective policies is to evaluate then adjust these policies according to evaluation results. The PZE approach provides both quantitative evaluation and qualitative analysis methods for emergency management policies. After policy-makers make policies, these policies will be transformed into rules of the zombie-city model. When the artificial society has been built, it will be translated into various simulation codes according to the platform on which the artificial society model is executed and results are quantitatively assessed. Therefore, experts could receive feedback to improve or adjust their policies, and iteratively conduct simulations to acquire an ideal policy. This process is similar to the iterative and agile software development in the domain of software engineering to deal with the dynamic and changing software requirements, as shown in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. An emergency scenario is the input of this development process. The evaluated and effective emergency management policies are the output, which will be stored in the policy database. While a similar emergency scenario appears in a real-world society, these corresponding policies could be applied directly in responding to this emergency. Fig. 3.Emergency management policy development process.

Simulation is a powerful way to predict the emergence and evaluate the effect of an emergency management policy. We can extract macro data and properties of the simulation at the micro-level to quantitatively assess the effectiveness of the policy with numerical evaluations, as shown in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. These parameters and evaluation methods are related to specific applications. Fig. 4.Method of quantitative evaluation for a policy.

Specifying the observed states of an artificial society is an important challenge in evaluating the effectiveness of an emergency management policy. The scenario is an appropriate choice, which could not only describe the system behaviors and properties but also assist decision-makers in selecting emergency management policies according to scenarios. A scenario [@ref23] is a runtime situation of a system to be observed and describes the global properties, behaviors, structures, etc. An emergence could be described by a scenario of the system, and this special scenario is called the specification of the emergence, which is written as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$. The process of an emergence is from quantitative change to qualitative change. This process could be described by scenarios. An emergence of a system could be detected by sensors. These may be hardware sensors, soft sensors, or human-beings. The runtime status of a system can be abstracted into scenarios at different moments. While at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ moment the scenario of the system satisfies the specification of the emergence, we could say that the emergence appears and at this moment the scenario is the emergence scenario.

The PZE approach also provides a qualitative method for evaluating policies. As shown in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, we should input a policy into the artificial society based on the zombie-city model, and then formally specify the artificial society. Scenarios could be formally specified (as seen in the Appendix), which are used to describe rules in the artificial society. Meanwhile, the policy is transformed into rules. There could be also several lemmas. Based on these lemmas and rules formal reasoning and analysis can be carried out. We should find out whether there are some scenarios that may bring out the emergence. If there is a scenario that could result in the emergence with a high probability, we should adjust the policy. With a more effective policy, there are no scenarios that may result in the emergence or there are some scenarios that may hardly cause the emergence with a low probability. Fig. 5.Method of qualitative evaluation for a policy.

The PZE approach can be definitely reused by others. This approach is a general-purpose and application-independent method for emergency management policies selection. [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} presents how to use the PZE approach to select emergency policies. This approach could effectively facilitate policy-makers in selecting, evaluating, and refining policies after an artificial society is constructed. Fig. 6.Flowchart of using the PZE approach.

IV.. Case Study {#sec4}
===============

A.. Artificial Society Modeling Based on Zombie-City (Z) {#sec4a}
--------------------------------------------------------

In 2009, the infectious disease H1N1 spread in more than 180 countries, and infected about 1 million people, which caused over 18 000 deaths [@ref24]. Thus, an increasing number of researchers have focused on controlling the spread of infectious diseases, and some accepted works have successfully been applied in the analysis of the spread of infectious diseases, e.g., infectious diseases transmission models. For the H1N1 infectious disease, the Susceptible ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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[Equation (1)](#deqn1){ref-type="disp-formula"} defines four permitted states: 1) susceptible ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In this section, we aim at modeling the H1N1 infectious disease transmission case by the zombie-city model. Several policies will be made, evaluated, and iteratively adjusted in order to manage the emergency. The zombie-city model of the case is defined as follows. 1)*Agents:* The population of agents is 1000. It is assumed that the initial number of infected agents is 2.2)*Environments:* The agents in the case are assumed to be situated in an environment that consists of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ grids.3)*Role:* Agents could play different roles, including susceptible, exposed, infected, and recovered. Susceptible means that the playing agents are healthy; exposed denotes those who carry viruses but are not confirmed infected; infected indicates those who are confirmed being infected with viruses; and recovered represents those who are recovered and acquire immunity against the virus.4)*Rules:* Agents, roles, and social network should conform to rules in the artificial society. Hence, there are some rules for them. a)*Rules of agents ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$, i.e., an infected agent may recover. The rules of agents can be formally described as \[$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$):* It is assumed that the average degree of the social network is 10, and in each moment the selected agent should link with another nearest agent with minimum degree, which has not connected with it. This rule could be formally described as \[$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$):* There are rules that should be satisfied by roles in the model. i)The susceptible role does not possess the infected, and recovered, and exposed properties.ii)The exposed role possesses the exposed property but not the infected and recovered ones.iii)The infected role possesses the infected property but not the recovered and exposed ones.iv)The recovered role possesses the recovered property but not the infected and exposed ones.These rules could be formally specified as \[$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\forall a(a~{\triangleright} _{t}~ {\mathrm{ Exposed}})\to a\cdot {\mathrm{ exposed}} \mathrel {\mathrel {\mathop :}\mkern -1.2mu=}{\mathrm{ ture}}\wedge a\cdot {\mathrm{ infected}} \mathrel {\mathrel {\mathop :}\mkern -1.2mu=}{\mathrm{ false}}\wedge a\cdot {\mathrm{ susceptibe}} \mathrel {\mathrel {\mathop :}\mkern -1.2mu=}{\mathrm{ false}}\wedge a\cdot {\mathrm{ recovered}} \mathrel {\mathrel {\mathop :}\mkern -1.2mu=}{\mathrm{ false}}$
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}{}$\forall a(a~{\triangleright} _{t}~ {\mathrm{ Infected}})\to a\cdot {\mathrm{ infected}} \mathrel {\mathrel {\mathop :}\mkern -1.2mu=}{\mathrm{ ture}}\wedge a.{\mathrm{ exposed}} \mathrel {\mathrel {\mathop :}\mkern -1.2mu=}{\mathrm{ false}}\wedge a\cdot {\mathrm{ susceptibe}} \mathrel {\mathrel {\mathop :}\mkern -1.2mu=}{\mathrm{ false}}\wedge a\cdot {\mathrm{ recovered}} \mathrel {\mathrel {\mathop :}\mkern -1.2mu=}{\mathrm{ false}}$
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}{}$\forall a(a~{\triangleright} _{t}~ {\mathrm{ Recovered}})\to a\cdot {\mathrm{ recovered}} \mathrel {\mathrel {\mathop :}\mkern -1.2mu=}{\mathrm{ ture}}\wedge a\cdot {\mathrm{ infected}} \mathrel {\mathrel {\mathop :}\mkern -1.2mu=}{\mathrm{ false}}\wedge a.{\mathrm{ exposed}} \mathrel {\mathrel {\mathop :}\mkern -1.2mu=}{\mathrm{ false}}\wedge a ~\cdot ~ {\mathrm{ susceptibe}} \mathrel {\mathrel {\mathop :}\mkern -1.2mu=}{\mathrm{ false}}$
\end{document}$.

B.. Emergency Management Policy Selecting (P) {#sec4b}
---------------------------------------------

In order to effectively manage the emergency of H1N1 diffusion, policies should be made and applied in the artificial society to obtain or prevent some specific emergences. In this case, we focus on the disease transmission. Hence, an emergence could be described by the number of infected people. If the percentage of infected agents has reached a threshold (in this case threshold = 10% and the epidemic has caught the attention of all parties), and then we could see that the disease has reached the threshold of becoming an emergence. When special emergence occurs, policies should be applied.
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\end{document}$ (IsolateInfectedPolicy): {#sec4b1}

The policy forbids the agents who have been infected H1N1 to interact with others, that is, they must isolate themselves. Such policy can be formally specified as \[$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${P}_{\mathrm{ 1}} ::= {\mathrm{ Prohibition}}(\forall a_{1} ,a_{2} \in {\mathrm{ AG}} (a_{1} {\triangleright} _{t} {\mathrm{ Infected}}\wedge {\mathrm{ Implementation}}_{\mathrm{ Model}} \propto _{t} {\mathrm{ Specification}}_{\mathrm{ Emergence}} )\to a_{1} \updownarrow _{t} b)$
\end{document}$.
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\end{document}$ (IsolateInfected&InteractedPolicy): {#sec4b2}

The policy requires the agents who have been infected H1N1 or interacted with the infected agents to isolate themselves. Such policy can be formally specified as \[$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${P}_{\mathrm{ 2}} ::= {\mathrm{ Prohibition}}(\forall a_{1} ,a_{2} ,a_{3} \in {\mathrm{ AG}}(a_{1}~ {\triangleright} _{t}~ {\mathrm{ Infected}}\wedge a_{3} ~{\triangleright} _{t}~ {\mathrm{ Infected}}\wedge a_{1} \updownarrow _{t} a_{3} \wedge {\mathrm{ Implementation}}_{\mathrm{ Model}} \propto _{t} {\mathrm{ Specification}}_{\mathrm{ Emergence}} )\to a_{1} ,a_{2} )\wedge a_{3} \updownarrow _{t} a_{2} )$
\end{document}$.
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\end{document}$ (AdoptMedicalMeasuresPolicy): {#sec4b3}

The policy requires adoption of medical measures to reduce the probability (in this case, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$/2) of the infectious disease transmission and increase the recovery probability (in this case, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$) such as disinfection and drug prevention. Such policy can be formally specified as \[$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$.
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\end{document}$ (Take Comprehensive Measure Policy): {#sec4b4}

The policy requires taking comprehensive measures, e.g., to isolate the infected agents and to adopt medical measures. Such policy can be formally specified as \[$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${P}_{\mathrm{ 4}} ::= {\mathrm{ Prohibition}}(\forall a_{1} ,a_{2} \in {\mathrm{ AG}}(a_{1}~ {\triangleright} _{t}~ {\mathrm{ Infected}}\wedge {\mathrm{ Implementation}}_{\mathrm{ Model}} \propto _{t} {\mathrm{ Specification}}_{\mathrm{ Emergence}} )\to a_{1} \updownarrow _{t} a_{2} )\,\& \& {\mathrm{ Obligation}}~({\mathrm{ Implementation}}_{\mathrm{ Model}} \propto _{t} {\mathrm{ Specification}}_{\mathrm{ Emergence}} )\to \omega \mathrel {\mathrel {\mathop :}\mkern -1.2mu=}\omega /2\wedge \mu \mathrel {\mathrel {\mathop :}\mkern -1.2mu=}\mu /2\wedge \lambda \mathrel {\mathrel {\mathop :}\mkern -1.2mu=}2*\lambda )$
\end{document}$.

C.. Quantitative and Qualitative Evaluation of Policies (E) {#sec4c}
-----------------------------------------------------------

After all these components of the zombie-city model have been specified, it should be translated into simulation codes. We have implemented this model in Netlogo, which is a widely used platform of multiagent system simulation. These experiments are executed on a workstation with a 2.60 GHz Intel Core i5 and 4 GB RAM in the Win 8 operation system. The simulation process could be simply described by pseudo-code that can be reused, as shown in [Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}. Fig. 7.Pseudocode of the simulation process.

In order to describe the process of H1N1 spread, we should define the corresponding parameters: exposed chance ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\lambda $
\end{document}$ to 0.25 based on the real-world practice. In the case study, we randomly (by generating a random number $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ \[0, 1\]) decide the state changes of an agent. For example, when a susceptible agent interacts with an infected agent, if a generated random number is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ (0.1), then the susceptible agent turns to be an exposed agent. In the case study, at each tick, check all the susceptible, exposed, and infected agents. For each respective one, if a generated random number is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$, then the susceptible, exposed, and infected agent turns to be exposed, infected, and recovered, respectively.

### 1). Experimental Simulations-Based Quantitative Evaluation of Policies: {#sec4c1}

In this case, we expect fewer people to be infected with the infectious disease and the duration of the emergence of the infectious disease to be shorter than normal. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ is considered as the feedback of a policy in this case.

[Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} depicts the spread status of H1N1 without any policies. The $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$-axis indicates the simulation ticks, the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${y}$
\end{document}$-axis describes different roles that agents may play, and the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\begin{document}
}{}${z}$
\end{document}$-axis represents the percentage of agents playing these roles in the population. Without any emergency management policies, the outbreak of infectious disease appears. During simulation ticks 17--113, more than 10% agents are infected, i.e., $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\beta =97$
\end{document}$. The accumulated percentage of the infected people is 100%, i.e., $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\begin{document}
}{}$\alpha =1$
\end{document}$. Hence, the effectiveness $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\begin{document}
}{}$\varepsilon $
\end{document}$ is calculated as 0.010309. Fig. 8.Spread of H1N1 without any policies.

The first policy is: if 10% of agents have been infected with the disease, then forbid them from interacting with others, i.e., they must isolate themselves. [Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"} shows the simulation result with this policy. As compared with [Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}, we can see that the situation has been improved. However, the infected number has still increased slowly, and then many agents still have been infected. Meanwhile, with the first policy, we also acquire the values of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\varepsilon $
\end{document}$ in the scene without any policies. Hence, this policy is not satisfactory for this emergency of infectious disease diffusion. Fig. 9.Spread of H1N1 with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$-IsolateInfectedPolicy.

Why is the first policy unsatisfactory? The main reason is: even though the infected agents have been isolated, other agents who have interacted with the infected agents may carry viruses. Therefore, the second policy should be stricter: not only forbid the infected agents to interact with others, but also isolate other agents that have interacted with the infected agents. [Fig. 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the simulation result with the second policy, and the values of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\varepsilon =0.7662835$
\end{document}$. The result is optimistic and satisfactory. However, this policy is very expensive. Because more people will be isolated and prevented from working, it will result in greater economic losses. Fig. 10.Spread of H1N1 with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$P_{2}$
\end{document}$-IsolateInfected&InteractedPolicy.

The third policy lowers the cost by forcing fewer people to be isolated. This policy is to adopt medical measures to reduce the transmitting chance of the infectious disease and increase the probability of recovery: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ is assumed to be 0.5. Through disinfection measures, the transmission channels will be decreased. With medical aids, people could easily recover from the infected status. [Fig. 11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"} depicts the simulation result with this policy. With this policy, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$. Although the cost of this policy is reduced, the effectiveness of this policy is also decreased sharply. Fig. 11.Spread of H1N1 with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Why is the third policy also unsatisfactory? The major reason is that this policy only considers the cost but not the effectiveness. Thus, the fourth policy comprehensively considers both the cost and effectiveness. The fourth policy is an integrated policy that contains the isolation measure to the infected people and the medical measure. This policy comprehensively considers the cost and effectiveness. [Fig. 12](#fig12){ref-type="fig"} describes the simulation result with the fourth policy. With this policy, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$, the effectiveness of this policy is the best due to the maximum value of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ among these four policies. Fig. 12.Spread of H1N1 with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The cost of a policy means the cost to implement this policy but not the computational cost. There is a basic estimation: the cost of isolating people is more expensive than the cost of medical measures. The cost of medical measures is estimated to be about "\$," and the cost of isolating a group of people (e.g., infected people or exposed people) is about "\$\$." Comparing these four policies according to the effectiveness and cost, we could conclude as follows. 1)Policy1 could suppress the wide spread of the infectious disease and the cumulative number of those infected is still very large. Furthermore, the emergent property appears intermittently.2)Policy2 is very effective but expensive, because both the infected people and those who have interacted with them must be isolated. It is very complex and expensive.3)Policy3 may be suitable for the ordinary flu, and infected people should not be isolated.4)Policy4, the best one, combines the isolation means and medical measurements.

[Table I](#table1){ref-type="table"} shows the comparisons from the four aspects. Although both Policy2 and Policy4 are effective, Policy2 is more expensive because more people are isolated. Therefore, the fourth policy, i.e., the comprehensive policy, could be adopted in the simulation of a terrible infectious disease transmission like H1N1 or SARS in the real-world society. TABLE IComparisons With These PoliciesPolicies$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### 2). Formal Reasoning-Based Qualitative Evaluation of Policies: {#sec4c2}

With the zombie-city model, we could further qualitatively analyze and confirm the effectiveness of a policy with formal reasoning, and some lemmas will be introduced at first.
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}{}$S_{1} \wedge S_{2} \wedge \cdots \wedge S_{n} \to S_{i} (1\le i\le n)$
\end{document}$.
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\end{document}$. Note: prob_1 and prob_2 mean the probabilities of these corresponding scenarios following these rules, respectively.
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\end{document}$. Note: prob_1, prob_2, and prob_3 mean the probabilities of the corresponding scenarios that follow these rules, respectively.

As we know, to verify and analyze the effectiveness of a policy, the policy should be transformed into rules in the zombie-city model. Policy1 could be transformed into one rule as \[$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\forall a_{1} (\forall a_{2} (a_{1} \triangleright _{t} a_{2} \wedge a_{2} ={\mathrm{ Random}}({\mathrm{ Link}}_{a1,t} )\wedge a_{1}~ {\triangleright} _{t}~ {\mathrm{ Infected}}\wedge a_{2}~ {\triangleright} _{t}~ {\mathrm{ Infected}}))\to a_{1} \updownarrow _{t} a_{2} $
\end{document}$.

With Policy1, a special scenario may appear such as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ Susceptible, and the formal reasoning is shown in [Fig. 13](#fig13){ref-type="fig"}, where parameter $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$. We could conclude that when Policy1 is performed, some susceptible people may be infected by the exposed people with a smaller probability. Fig. 13.Formal reasoning with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Policy2 also could be transformed into one rule as \[$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Policy2 is a stricter policy requiring that both infected and exposed people not interact with others. With Policy2, the formal reasoning is presented in [Fig. 14](#fig14){ref-type="fig"}. We could see that with Policy2 any susceptible people can only interact with other susceptible people and it is impossible that any susceptible people could be infected to be exposed. Fig. 14.Formal reasoning with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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[Fig. 15](#fig15){ref-type="fig"} shows the formal reasoning with Policy3. This policy only reduces the infected probability and increases the recovery probability. However, susceptible people will slowly be infected. The total number of infected people is still very large. Fig. 15.Formal reasoning with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Policy4 is the hybrid of Policy1 and Policy3, and the reasoning is shown in [Fig. 16](#fig16){ref-type="fig"}. This policy sharply reduces the appearance of the situation in [Fig. 12](#fig12){ref-type="fig"} through decreasing the infected probability and increasing the recovery probability to reduce the number of exposed people. Fig. 16.Formal reasoning with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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This case study suggests that some areas could be improved. Therefore, future work is foreseen as follows. 1)As simulation is the current way to predict emergences, we will investigate emergences in real societies, then study a general method within the zombie-city model to formally reason and predict them.2)As the cases in this research are relatively straightforward, we will study more sophisticated cases by introducing additional social roles, e.g., policemen and doctors.3)We may improve this zombie-city model from different aspects, including the hierarchy of the social network and environment, the relations between roles, the conflicts among roles, and the multiple roles played by one agent simultaneously.4)Currently, this PZE approach lacks a supporting tool. The next work is to develop a human--machine interface to support emergency management policy selecting, modeling zombie-cities, the transformation from a zombie-city model to simulation codes, and the supporting tool for formal reasoning automatically.

V.. Discussion {#sec5}
==============

This section will compare the PZE approach with the related work. [Table II](#table2){ref-type="table"} presents a comparison of seven aspects relative to the PZE approach, the ACP approach and the mathematical methods for prediction-response. These aspects are important to emergency management. Quantitative analysis focuses on quantitative evaluation of policy effectiveness. Feedback loops concern the feedback of a policy applied in the artificial society or the real society, which relates to dynamic policy adjustment. Scenario-response indicates whether or not the method offers support for the scenario-response mode. General artificial society models indicate which method provides a general artificial society component to quickly construct artificial society models, and whether a general and abstract model could accommodate various applications of various emergencies and simplify the complexity of modeling. Rapid development of a policy is the key issue for managing and controlling an emergency. Formal analysis and evaluation focuses on the ability for formal analysis and reasoning of a policy, which could aid in qualitative evaluating the effectiveness of a policy and further verify the evaluation results of the quantitative evaluation method. Parallel execution and control means that the artificial society executes with the real society, i.e., the artificial society and the real society could conduct and control each other, which is ideal but complex for emergency management, and only the ACP approach supports this aspect. As shown in [Table II](#table2){ref-type="table"}, the PZE approach effectively supports quickly modeling artificial societies, rapidly developing effective policies, and quantitatively and qualitatively evaluating the effectiveness of a policy, which can be effectively applied in emergency management policy selecting to timely manage and control the emergency. TABLE IIComparison With the ACP Method and Mathematical Method for Prediction-ResponseAspectsPZE approachACP methodMathematical methods for "prediction-response"Quantitative analysisYesYesYesFeedback loopYesYesNoScenario-responseYesYesNoGeneral artificial society modelYesNoNoRapid development of a policyYesNoNoFormal analysis and evaluationYesNoNoParallel execution and controlNoYesNo

VI.. Conclusion {#sec6}
===============

This paper proposes a lightweight social computing method---the PZE approach that focuses on aiding in emergency management policy selecting. Borrowing the idea of iterative and agile development from the software engineering domain, this approach provides a feedback loop for policy selection, evaluation, and adjustment. This approach can also indirectly support the ACP approach through the construction of a policy database with reducing costs and risks. Additionally, this approach provides a general artificial society model---zombie-city. The formal specification of this model is defined for accurate modeling artificial societies and qualitative evaluation of a policy. In order to indicate and sense emergences in artificial societies, this approach introduces scenarios to describe global behaviors, properties, and emergences of an artificial society. The idea of scenario could reduce the gap between the micro individual behaviors and the macro system emergence. Scenario formalizations are presented to facilitate policy-makers' formal analysis and reasoning of emergency management policies. With this approach, policy-makers can obtain the qualitative assessment of a policy and then, based on simulation experiments, they could also acquire its quantitative assessment. The usability and effectiveness of this approach has been verified through a case study. Effective emergency management policies can be obtained through iterative adjustments using the PZE approach. As compared with other methods, this approach has the characteristics of a lightweight method, and can facilitate rapid and effective policy selection when managing an emergency. Although only one case of H1N1 spread in a school is studied, this approach could also be used for managing other emergencies such as rumor dissemination and tornado strike.

In summary, our approach: 1) defines scenarios and their rigorous expressions to facilitate policy-makers' formal analysis and reasoning of emergency management policies; 2) provides a feedback loop for iterative policy adjustments; and 3) provides both the quantitative and qualitative methods to support the evaluation and analysis of a policy. Hence, our approach has resolved those three issues proposed in the introduction. Our approach is an integrated and systematic social computing method for aiding in emergency management policy selecting.
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A.. Formal Specification of Zombie-City Model {#app1a}
=============================================
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B.. Formalizations of Scenarios in Zombie-City Model {#app1b}
====================================================
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}{}${a}_{1 }$
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}{}${b}$
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}{}$a_{1} @_{t}~ g$
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\usepackage{amsfonts} 
\usepackage{amssymb} 
\usepackage{amsbsy}
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\setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
\begin{document}
}{}${a}_{1}$
\end{document}$ is staying on the grid *g* or grid set $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$a_{1} \triangleright _{t} a_{2} $
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}{}${a}_{1}$
\end{document}$ is connecting with agent $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\forall x(S)$
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}{}${x}$
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}{}${S}$
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\usepackage{amsfonts} 
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\usepackage{amsbsy}
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\usepackage{mathrsfs}
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}{}${x}/{A}$
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}{}${S}$
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}{}${x}/{A}$
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}{}${S}$
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}{}${x}$
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}{}${A}$
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\usepackage{amsfonts} 
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\begin{document}
}{}$\exists _{[n]} x(S)$
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}{}$[n]x(S)$
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}{}$S[x/A]$
\end{document}$ true. The default value of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\usepackage{amssymb} 
\usepackage{amsbsy}
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}{}${n}$
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C.. Other Formal Aspects of Zombie-City Model {#app1c}
=============================================

1). Environment: {#app1c1}
----------------

From the definitions in Section B, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$. The primitive Move() means that an agent $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ moves from the current place to the destination. 1)*Distance($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$. In different applications, the meanings of this function may be diverse.2)*Move($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$.

Social Network: {#app1c2}
---------------

For an undirected graph, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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D.. Mechanism of Dynamically Playing Roles {#app1d}
==========================================
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\end{document}$, and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
\usepackage{amsmath}
\usepackage{wasysym} 
\usepackage{amsfonts} 
\usepackage{amssymb} 
\usepackage{amsbsy}
\usepackage{upgreek}
\usepackage{mathrsfs}
\setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
\begin{document}
}{}${\mathrm{ ROLE}}^{A} _{a,t+1} ={\mathrm{ ROLE}}^{A} _{a,t} \cup \left \{{c}\right \}$
\end{document}$.4)*Deactivate(b):* An agent $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
\usepackage{amsmath}
\usepackage{wasysym} 
\usepackage{amsfonts} 
\usepackage{amssymb} 
\usepackage{amsbsy}
\usepackage{upgreek}
\usepackage{mathrsfs}
\setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
\begin{document}
}{}${a}$
\end{document}$ deactivates the role $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
\usepackage{amsmath}
\usepackage{wasysym} 
\usepackage{amsfonts} 
\usepackage{amssymb} 
\usepackage{amsbsy}
\usepackage{upgreek}
\usepackage{mathrsfs}
\setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
\begin{document}
}{}${b}$
\end{document}$ and makes role $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
\usepackage{amsmath}
\usepackage{wasysym} 
\usepackage{amsfonts} 
\usepackage{amssymb} 
\usepackage{amsbsy}
\usepackage{upgreek}
\usepackage{mathrsfs}
\setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
\begin{document}
}{}${b}$
\end{document}$ inactive. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
\usepackage{amsmath}
\usepackage{wasysym} 
\usepackage{amsfonts} 
\usepackage{amssymb} 
\usepackage{amsbsy}
\usepackage{upgreek}
\usepackage{mathrsfs}
\setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
\begin{document}
}{}$c\in {\mathrm{ ROLE}}^{A} _{a,t} ,{\mathrm{ ROLE}}^{A} _{a,t+1} ={\mathrm{ ROLE}}^{A} _{a,t} \backslash \left \{{b}\right \}$
\end{document}$, and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
\usepackage{amsmath}
\usepackage{wasysym} 
\usepackage{amsfonts} 
\usepackage{amssymb} 
\usepackage{amsbsy}
\usepackage{upgreek}
\usepackage{mathrsfs}
\setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
\begin{document}
}{}${\mathrm{ ROLE}}^{I} _{a,t+1} ={\mathrm{ ROLE}}^{I} _{a,t} \left \{{b}\right \}$
\end{document}$.
